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Rams Coach Jeff Fisher On Michael
Sam’s Release: “This Isn’t A Race
Thing”
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Michael Sam looking on from the sidelines in disappointment.

F

ollowing the St. Louis
Rams’ release of defensive end Michael Sam,
head coach Jeff Fisher has qualified to the press that in light of
criticism, his release was not a
result of his race. Regardless,
there are still concerns about the
true reason Michael Sam was
cut.
“Ultimately it came down to
the fact that we had better men
suited to the team dynamic. We
had a tight roster and Michael
just couldn’t squeeze in,” Fisher
added. “The rest of the team
didn’t feel as comfortable with
him, but I assure you it wasn’t

because of his ethnicity.”
“He wasn’t a great fit, you
know?”
veteran
defensive
captain James Laurinaitis added.
“We needed a tight end, but
he wanted to play a bunch of
different roles. He was having
fun out there, but he just wasn’t
playing for the right team.”
Laurinaitis added that he was
totally cool with black people,
and that Sam’s race was not a
factor in his feelings.
Tavon Austin, Rams’ wide
receiver, had a different view
on the situation. “I just always
felt like Michael was singled out
for some reason. Maybe because

he was a black man on a football team, he felt alone. I can’t
even imagine what that’s like.”
Apparently, the tension went so
far that the rest of the team did
not feel comfortable showering
with Sam, making him shower
separately.
Since his release, Sam
has been signed to the Dallas
Cowboys’s practice squad,
filling an opening in their roster.
As of press time Michael Sam is
finding the transition easy. As
much tension as St. Louis may
have harbored, Dallas seems to
have none for men like Sam.

Grammar-Conscious Freshman Rents a
Bear From Bears Bikes
Bears Bikes, a popular
student-run
business
on
campus, reportedly rented its
first bear to freshman Jordie
Howell in a surprising turn of
events from its usual business
transactions.
“When my bike got stolen,
I realized I needed a more
tenable solution. One day, I was
walking past Bears Bikes on
the South 40, and I noticed that
there was no apostrophe signifying the possessive tense in the
word “Bears.” And that’s when
it hit me. BEARS…BIKES! They
rent out both bikes and bears!”
gloated Howell as he tossed his
brand new rental bear a rabbit’s
corpse for a quick snack.
Many students like to rent
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Above products still available at Bears Bikes.
bikes from Bears Bikes to shorten to avoid eye contact with last
the long commute to the farther weekend’s hookup, who is way
reaches of campus, but mostly
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Child Education Major, Fraternity Member
Has Trouble Qualifying Statements

“I love shopping at Gap Kids...no pedo.”
Tate Daniels, who is hoping to
pursue a career in early child development, has been having trouble
communicating his sentiments
with his normal fraternity jargon.
Although it is common place for
a brother to follow his display of

fraternal love with the qualifier “no
homo,” the practice translates poorly
to the love of children, as the phrase
“no pedo” is less acceptable.
While hanging out with his
housemates, Tate started talking
about his major, commenting, “I

really love working with kids,”
quickly adding, “No pedo though.”
Unfortunately, he took the shocked
looks of his brothers as interest in his
studies. “It was amazing to get such
a rise out of the guys. Usually no one
pays attention to what I’m saying, but
they much have been just as interested in children as I am, no pedo.”
While Tate was motivated
redouble his efforts in school, his
friends, concerned about his enthusiasm and word choice, decided to
contact nationals. An official statement from the Local Branch Outreach
Chair of nationals read, “As someone
who specializes in helping boys
become men, I really sympathize
with Tate. Some people just don’t
understand the nuances of being an
older man working with people in
another age bracket, no pedo.”
As of press time Tate has been
taken into police custody after stating
he was looking forward to seeing
children develop and wanted to be
a part of the hands-on experiences
that make them grow, but failing to
specify his intentions as non-pediphilic.

All Dick Cops Really Just One Guy
In a bombshell report, WUnderground investigators can confirm
that in fact, all dick cops are actually just the same guy. Responsible for giving your improperly
parked bike a ticket, pulling you
over for speeding, and taking your
fake ID is Deputy Steve Cambridge.
Cambridge, despite his reputation, is a dedicated police officer: so
dedicated that he works on multiple
police forces and rarely takes days
off, which his colleagues attribute to
his actions.
University City Police Officer
Dan Marone said of Cambridge,
“Think of the stereotypical asshole
cop. Mustache? Moderately overweight? Always riding around on
that stupid bicycle with a whistle in
his mouth? That’s actually him.”
Fellow officers have been getting
annoyed at Cambridge for perpetuating the negative stereotype of
cops. It seems as though Cambridge
is coincidentally always there to
negate an act of public duty by any
other police officer.
“It’s frustrating,” said St. Louis
City Officer Brett Burnley. “It’s like
he always shows up to our missions
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Deputy Cambridge was responsible for 95% of St. Louis City’s arrests last year.
and fucks it up. Once, I was busy
a blocking off a street for peaceful
protest and the next thing I know,
there’s Cambridge spraying pepper
spray all over a bunch of students.
Out of all the people protesting

he HAD to pick the students.
Goddamnit Cambridge.”
As innocent civilians complain
about excessive and unnecessary
Continued on page 4
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Freshman Rents Bear Continued
uglier in broad daylight. But bike
rentals began to decrease when
problems with bike theft, crowded
walkways, and a lackluster party
scene made biking significantly
less appealing.
“I really love my new bear. It’s
fun and easy to ride, and it gets me
to class quicker than any bike I’ve
ever had. I don’t even need to lock
it up since no idiot would ever try

to steal a monstrous grizzly!”
Current owner Zackary Brewer
notes that in the past, the store’s
supply of bears have been vastly
underused, while their overpriced,
low-quality bikes have had a
surprisingly high demand.
“We were even thinking about
cutting back on our supply of
bears, because it’s really expensive to support their lifestyle. But

this freshman class is surprisingly
attentive to meaningless details
that only internet forum trolls with
no social lives would care about, so
there’s been an increased demand.
Here at Bears Bikes, we’re happy
to accommodate that demand!”
proclaimed Brewer.
As of press time the success of
Bear rentals has led to sweeping
abolition of apostrophes. The cafe-

teria is slated to become a hangout
for burly gay men, and the previous
late-nite food/alternative to having
a social life location will now be
selling constellations. Additionally, projected interest in Wash U’s
sports teams is expected to soar
with the coming prospect of seeing
Fontbonne be mauled by bears.

WNBA President Encouraging Players To Do Something
Worthy of Sportscenter’s Time
As other more popular sports
stories have been shutting out the
WNBA from exposure on ESPN’s
Sportscenter, the league’s President, Laurel Richie, is encouraging
players to do something worthy
of the popular show’s time. The
young, eighteen-year-old league
has consistently had to deal with
a lack of publicity, but during it’s
Championship, it is still getting
less coverage than football players’
domestic violence charges.
“Yeah it’s been tough but I
think we’re capable of getting
some airtime on Sportscenter.
We just need to start acting like
other sports,” Richie added. “For
example, we’re just like the NBA.
We play professional basketball,

they play professional basketball.
But, off the court, we go to church,
eat Fro-Yo, and work out. NBA
players smoke weed, tote guns, and
drive drunk. Clearly, they’re doing
something right.”
Though controversial, Richie
has begun an initiative rewarding
players for acting scandalously.
Per insider documents, the league
plans on rewarding acts like
on-court nipple slips, punching
another player, and working nights
at a strip club.
“Yeah Britney Griner can dunk,
but that’s not sexy,” defended
Richie. “The game is changing. It’s
not what you do on the court, it’s
what you do in real life. But instead
of real life, we should be living the

Point

thug life. Adapt or die.”
As of press time, the Phoenix

Mercury have won the WNBA
Championship.

Counter-Point

I can’t figure my roommate out at all

Everything seems to
be going alright

by Chet Kramer

by Josh Werner

I don’t know why everything has to be so cryptic
with my roommate. One
night we go out together
and everything is cool.
First we pre-game in the
room and then we head
to the row. So, we pretty
much spend the whole
night together. The next
night he says he has to
do homework and can’t
drink with me. What’s up
with the mixed messages
man?! So I brought a girl
back and made sure he

heard us hook-up. That
will show him to ignore
me. Oh, and the bathroom situation. I swear
he switches the direction
of the toilet paper every
time. Just choose over or
under and stick with it.
Maybe he’s trying to tell
me something.

Yeah, I didn’t drink at all
in high school. So, I was
a little wary coming to
college, but my roommate has been really cool.
He always makes sure I’m
invited when he goes out
and I’ve even taken him
up a couple times and
he spent the whole night
with me. I mean, this is
a cool guy we’re talking
about too, I even heard
him hooking up with a
girl the other night. Yup,
everything has been going

great. The bathroom situation has been fine too. I
try to keep the toilet paper
stocked so he knows I’m a
responsible guy.
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Hopeful Freshman Trims Pubic Hair
For First Time

Top 10...
Idioms That Could
Be Orgy Themes

10.

Doing it in the shower makes it easier to clean up afterwards.
According to his friends and suitemates, with
whom he shares a bathroom, freshman Jimmy
Gardner trimmed his pubic hair for the first time
ever in preparation for a date at Pi Pizzeria. Apparently, he had never ever, in his eighteen years,
nine months, and thirteen days on this planet,
once shaved his pubic hair. “I was talking to the
guys about my plans with a girl this Friday, and
they started giving me all sorts of advice.When
it came out that I had never attended to my area,
they were all really surprised and disgusted,”
Gardner explained. “I posted in the floor group
for scissors right away.”
After an intense 54 minute battle with his
plentiful mane, Gardner retired to his bed, where
he immediately passed out from exhaustion. “I

walked into the stall in our joint bathroom, and
it looked like someone had just given my Maltese
puppy a haircut,” said suitemate Andrew Griffin.
“Then I found Jimmy passed out in his room, and
I immediately knew what had happened.
“I had no idea what a necessity it was,” said
Gardner after being awoken from his three-hour
nap. “I just hope the maid comes soon to clean up
the bathroom.”
Unfortunately, Gardner missed his date due
to the nap he took following the conclusion of the
trimming. Yet, Gardner still had an optimistic
perspective on the whole situation.
“Yeah it’s alright, because I met her on Tinder,
and my Tinder pictures look completely different
now,” said Gardner as he smirked.

All Dick Cops Really Just One Guy
Continued
law enforcement, police officers that work with
Cambridge feel as though they’ve been the ones
unfairly profiled because of him.
“I tried to help an old lady cross the street the
other day,” recalled Clayton Officer Scott Berman.
“She drove her cane right into my nuts and said
‘That’s for that damn parking ticket.’ I didn’t even

get a chance.”
However, Berman qualified the more heinous
actions of police officers.
“Oh yeah, and then there’s the guy who pulls
over minorities, finds marijuana, drags them out
of the car and beats the living shit out of them,
inciting race riots all over the country. That’s Bob.”

Over My Dead Body.

9.

Put a Sock in It.

8.

Many Hands Make Light
Work.

7.

Too Many Cooks Spoil the
Broth.

6.

Blood is Thicker Than Water.

5.

Screw the Pooch.

4.

Going Out on a Limb.

3.

Stuck Between a Rock and a
Hard Place.

2.

Don’t Bite Off More Than You
Can Chew.

1.

A Bird in the Hand is Worth
Two in the Bush.

What Do You Think?
Yik Yak’s Use on Campus Has Been Both Popular and Controversial: What Do You Think?

Frat Bro

Not Insecure

“Hey, I don’t take it in
the ass! I always top.”

George Washington
Straight-Shooter

“If I wanted to call
someone a cocksucker,
I would say it to their
face.”

Junior

Jaded, Totally Old Now

“Back in my day we had
to make fake Facebook
accounts to bully people
anonymously.”

Chancellor Wrighton
Notorious Cyber Bully

“Wash U is a place for stuck
up JAPs...wait I thought
this was supposed to be
anonymous.”

Yak

Women, Gender, and Sexuality
Studies Major

“This is species appropriation,
and I will be speaking to
the Bias Report and Support
System about this.”

